Arsenic-bicarbonate interaction on goethite particles.
The As(V) and As(III) interaction with HCO3 has been studied for goethite systems using a pH and As concentration range that is relevant for field situations. Our study shows that dissolved bicarbonate may act as a competitor for both As(V) and As(III). In our closed systems, the largest effect of bicarbonate occurs at the lowest experimental pH values (pH approximately 6.5), which is related to the pH dependency of the carbonate adsorption process. The experimental data have been modeled with the charge distribution (CD) model. The CD model was separately parametrized for goethite with "single ion" adsorption data of HCO3, As(III), and As(V). The competitive effect of HCO3 on the As(III) and As(V) release could be predicted well. Application of the model shows that the natural As loading of aquifer materials (approximately < 0.01-0.1 micromol/m2 or < 1-5 mg/kg) is at least about > 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than the As loading based on the competition of As-HCO3 alone. It indicates that another, very prominent competitor, like phosphate and natural organic matter, will strongly contribute to the control of As in natural systems.